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FEAR = False Evidence Appearing Real
The range of emotions in the minds and hearts of people across not just America, but
across the world covers the spectrum since Joseph Biden was declared a winner by the
mainstream press as President of the United States. Progressives are jubilant and rejoicing
in the streets, while conservatives and believers are confused on what the future may bring
—and what to do to combat this evil. Believers are demoralized. This must change today –
now. It is a time for your voice to be heard. Should we just concede everything away, and
not fight to preserve truth and freedom? Progressives and the Deep State want a complete
and systemic cultural revolution to remake the world in their image.
What is at stake now at this very moment, is the integrity of the United States
Constitutional system of government. If this is not solved now, there will never be a fair
election again. Dictatorial tyranny awaits the U.S. if this massive fraud is not dealt with by
the courts. No matter the outcome, chaos awaits us as neither side will tolerate the ideology
and the policies of the other.
The democratically controlled CNN and mainstream media called Biden/Harris winners.
These fake news outlets are wholly owned entities of the Deep State. These news outlets are
the propaganda and public relation machines of the socialist/communist party. They may
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not call themselves that, but that is precisely what they are. After Hillary Clinton’s defeat in
2016, she was clear in saying that for the Democratic Party to win, they needed to eliminate
Drudge and Fox News to win the presidency back. In the last several years, they
accomplished both. For language accuracy, it is best to describe what used to be the
Democratic Party as socialist/communist. If this is not understood, one does not
understand the venomous nature of who and what the Democratic Party actually represent.
They worked tirelessly to steal this election by massively preplanned fraud.
A Precedent for Action- A Blueprint
Prior to the French Revolution, detractors of the monarchy and the Roman Catholic
Church in particular needed to devise a strategy to topple the reign of both of those longstanding institutions. They knew the Church was powerful, organized, well-funded, were
large land owners, and had established authority. Unfortunately, the French Monarchy
and Roman Catholic Church had abused their authority over hundreds of years, and the
people eventually toppled the government and the Church. The peasantry were galvanized
against a common enemy. They were organized through Masonic institutions, and they
succeeded.
Likewise, the godless in the United States many call progressives, realized there were many
things about the strength of the French Monarchy analogous to the power of the present
day United States leadership on both sides of the aisle. The progressives found a way. They
devised a digital strategy to over throw the government using the Trojan Horse of an
algorithm converting a Trump vote to a Biden vote right under the noses of a naïve
electorate. Coups flout law, and this was no exception. We are in the midst of a coup.
Working with the Deep State of intelligence agencies who vitriolically detested Trump, a
computer program called the Hammer and the Scorecard defeated Trump at the polls.
There will be more on this story later.
The presidential election has just seen a digital coup d’etat whether they know it or not. It
was not a computer glitch as many say, but a computer programmed to defeat
conservatives. More in the coming weeks will be coming out about Dominion Voting, Inc.,
a copyrighted software technology (U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, USPTO), its
Democratic operative owners whose machines tallied votes nation-wide. It is probably as
complicated as an attendant at Burger King hitting a screen for a hamburger and fries and
getting a tally. But, they got a patent which will pose other issues for the courts. The
progressives say it is a cry of a loser, while Trump supporters need to validate claims of
impropriety on several fronts.
There are times to fight, times to surrender, times to accept an outcome, and times to
prayerfully go on. What is at stake at this present moment, this very day, is the future
destiny of our way of life in a Republic. If Biden/Harris assume the presidency of the
United States, America will resort not to a socialist or communist mentality, but a Stalinist
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form of rulership and governance. This is a defendable statement if one looks at their
ideology, tactics, and agenda. Sun Tsu in his Art of War is about knowing your enemy.
What we will soon have is a dictatorial form of tyrannical, godless, and pagan government
straight from the pages of Moloch and Baal in the Old Testament—gods of death and
destruction. Is this being emotionally overstated? I think not, if one were to look carefully
at their future proposed agenda based on past legislation with godless infidels like Cortez
(AOC) and Senator Bernie Sanders actually having a say.
Complicit Clergy Helped Biden Get Elected
Archbishop Jose Gomez and the United States Catholic Conference of Bishops (USCCB)
sent congratulations to Biden/Harris. This is not only a disgrace, but an abomination that
will make the U.S. desolate. For Archbishop Gomez to say, “We have our second Catholic
President” is a disgrace and insult to Almighty God and the authority of Scripture as an
absolute truth. This communist agenda flies directly in the face of Magisterial Truth over
millennia.
There are 72 days (at the time of this writing) until the inauguration of January 20 th, 2021.
Conservatives historically have lacked the passion of the left to fight for what they believe.
Conservatives roll over much easier and accept defeat. We see that already as they wave the
white flag of surrender. The progressives when suffering defeat will dig deeper and devise
more diabolical schemes to win. What progressives have done with this election is lie,
cheat, and steal the presidency by ballot harvesting, not allowing oversight at polls, and
manipulating computer programming to flip votes to progressive candidates. That’s just for
starters.
There is a Constitutional Court case in this behavior and it must be heard. If it is not heard
there will be no reason to ever vote again. Now is the time for lovers of freedom of worship
and liberty to be heard throughout the land like never before. This election cannot be
stolen or our lives will never be the same. If you do not stand up for what is right now, you
may never get the chance again. You will be lied to repeatedly day in and day out by
socialists/communist leaders.
In the book The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich — A History of Nazi Germany (1,245
pages), author William Shirer writes in a chapter titled, Life in the Third Reich 1933-1937,
“It was at this time, in the late summer of 1934, that I came to live and work in the Third
Reich. There was much that impressed, puzzled and troubled a foreign observer about the
new Germany. The overwhelming majority of Germans did not seem to mind that their
personal freedom had been taken away, that so much of their culture had been destroyed
and replaced with a mindless barbarism, or that their life and work had become
regimented to a degree never before experienced even by a people accustomed for
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generations to a great deal of regimentation (Chap. 8, pg. 320, abridged edition). The
U.S. has become complacent and content with bread and circus, just like Germany in the
1930’s.
Benjamin Franklin in 1789 exiting the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia’s
Independence Hall answered in response to a reporter’s query, “Mr. Franklin, what sort of
government have they given us?” He answered prophetically and without a sense of irony,
“A Republic… If you can keep it.” Jefferson was also in lockstep with Franklin’s
sentiments as a Founding Father when he said, “The tree of liberty must be refreshed from
time to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants.” Jefferson also said, “Rebellion to
tyrants is obedience to God. If the appeals to arms is made, it will depend entirely on the
disposition of the army whether it issue in liberty or despotism.”
Al Gore was called President Elect for 37 days in 2000 before the courts ruled against him
on the case of the Florida chads. Our current situation is bigger and more systemically
manipulated on a national level. It is far more complicated with more serious
repercussions. The mood and intolerance of opposing views is more volatile. It is a bigger
fight with more states involved in this massive fraud. Thus, more prayer and fasting is
needed. It is not solely about President Trump, it is about our fidelity to God answering our
prayers. It is for the gratitude to God for the preservation of our freedom that must be
petitioned and expressed.
When Moses held his arms outstretched to God petitioning Him for victory against his
enemies, victory was achieved. The Lord will hear the cries of his people if there is sincere
prayer. Moses had the help of his friends holding up his arms when they grew weary during
battle. We must ask for mercy to preserve the Republic. We must petition God now for
victory in humility. We will very shortly find out if we are Sodom or Jonah’s Nineveh.
Will you our God not execute judgment on them, since we are helpless against this vast
horde attacking us? We ourselves do not know what to do; we look to you.
2 Chronicles 20:12, King Jehoshaphat
JESUS I TRUST IN YOU
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